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Abstract--Symmetric Poisson processes (SPP) arise as analytic solutions of a hyperbolic partial dif- 
ferential equation in C: and expand as series of symmetric products of ultraspherical polynomials. A 
pair of locally valid reciprocal integral equations i constructed that associates ach SPP with a unique 
analytic function of a single complex variable. The singularities of the SPP are determined from the 
known singularities ofthe associate by analytically continuing the transform pair via the envelope method. 
Thus, a classical theorem of Nehari, concerning the singularities ofsolutions of an ODE that expand as 
Legendre series, is extended. 
INTRODUCTION 
In a neighborhood of a point of analyticity, a function of a single complex variable admits a 
Taylor's series expansion that may be analytically continued by Hadamard's argument[l-2] to 
determine global information about the location and nature of its singularities. This notion 
proved fruitful in the analysis of singularities of analytic functions that expand as Legendre 
series (Nehari[3]) by associating them with those of Taylor's series. And, it generalizes as the 
envelope method (Gilbert[4-6]), where an extensive theory exists for elliptic PDEs. 
Typical elliptic PDEs with analytic continuation to C: become formally hyperbolic under 
anisotropictransformation. SuchanexampleistheLaplacian;8~ + :y = 4 iS :~wi thz  = x + iy, 
w = x - iy for (z, w) ~ C 2, where the flow of information about the solution of the hyperbolic 
equation from the elliptic problem is cursory and no independent theory' results. It is of interest 
then to consider the singularity problem for a hyperbolic PDE on C: that, unlike the usual 
problems in function theory, is not equivalent o an elliptic PDE in E-" under such a transfor- 
mation. 
A natural problem to consider arises from the equation (Bochner[7], McCoy[8]) 
{Sx{(l _ X2)X+,,2(l _ y:f,,-. _,Sx } _ ~v{( 1 _ xZ)~-~.2(1 _ y2)~,*l .'Ss}}F(x, y) = 0, (la) 
h - 0 that describes ymmetric Poisson processes on a square in E-'. The analytic solutions 
(SPP) expand as series in products of ultraspherical polynomials and will provide a generalization 
of Nehari's work on Legendre series when they admit analytic continuation as functions of two 
complex variables. This is accomplished through a locally valid integral transform and its inverse 
that uniquely associate a SPP with an analytic function of one complex variable. The envelope 
method is used in the process of analytically continuing the transforms to generate the manifolds 
of possible singularities for each associated function pair. The true singularities of a SPP are 
precisely the possible singularities that under the inverse transform generate true singularities 
of the associate. 
THE RECIPROCAL INTEGRAL TRANSFORMS 
Ultraspherical polynomials {P.~(.r)}~=0 form an orthogonal system 
f ' lP~(s)PX~(s)(1 - s'-) x-~ ~- ds = (to.)-l~.,., 1 
to, = 2~-'-~F(n + 2h) /F (h )2(n  + h)F(n + 1) -  n :~+l 
on - I < x < 1 where they are particular solutions of the differential equation 
h L ,P . (x ) :  = {8.3((1 - x-')x-t '8~) + n(n  + 2h)(l - x-) -I-'}P~(x) = 0, k > 0. 
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(Note: ~. = 0 is recovered as a limit[9]). The P~ :(x) = P.(x), Legendre's polynomial of degree 
n, and P~(x) = U.(x) which is the nth degree Tchebyshev polynomial of the second kind. The 
symmetric products 
= P.(x)P.(3). n = 0. l, "~ R.(x, y): x x • . . . . .  
are particular solutions of the Poisson process equation 
{(1 -y-')x*l":L~ - (1 -x : )~- I  2L,}R.(x, y) = 0, (lb) 
on the square - 1 < x, y < + 1 that form a basis tbr the analytic solutions. 
To begin, let { .}.=0 be a sequence of real constants uch that 
limsup ]a.I ~ = ¢ < 1 
and let o" be the sum of the semi major and minor axes of the ellipse 
E~: = {t E C " tt - 11 + It + II < cr}. 
Furthermore, let the real analytic functions f and F be defined by 
f(t) = ~'~ aS .  It] < X -L, (2a) 
n=0 
ze 
F(z, w) = ~, a.to.R.(z, w). (z, w) E E~ x E~. (2b) 
n=O 
To see that (2b) is valid for sufficiently small o-, note from Darboux's extension of the LaPlace- 
Heine formula[9], that the asymptotic estimate 
R.(z, w) ~ ¢r :~ 
is uniform on compacta of E~, × E,,. This insures the existence of a uniformly and absolutely 
convergent dominant series. Thus, on the referenced product domain, F(z, w) is the analytic 
continuation of F(x, y) to C 2 (see [4]). 
The first step is to establish that the functions (2a-b) are associated. The analytic kernel 
K(s, z, w): = y ,  s"o~,A,(z, wl 
n=O 
is constructed in a sufficiently small neighborhood of the origin in C 3. One finds from the 
orthogonality of the ultraspherical polynomials that 
1 f~ (3a) F(z, w) = ~ f(t)K(t -1, z, w) dtt 
for y: Itl = (~ + e)-~; and, that 
f: I i F(x. y)K(t, x, 3')(1 - x-') '~-I :(1 - .v'P -t -" dx dy, (3b) 
where, here and throughout, he principal branches of the radicals are defined in the usual way. 
Following basic principles[4], the domains of (3a-b) are taken as initial domains of def- 
inition. Such a domain is the maximal open set with the property that any two of its points may 
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be connected by a path consisting of a finite union of arcs none of which includes a singularity 
of the integrand of the defining transform. It may be possible to continue (3a-b) as function 
elements by extending the initial domain of definition. Now the contours are deformed to avoid 
singularities of the integrand that are attempting to cross them during the continuation process. 
The maximal extension of the initial domain is referred to as the domain of association. Here 
it includes the origin by construction. 
On their domains of association, (3a-b) generate the integral operators 
, f  F(z, w) = - -  f ( t )K ( t  -t z, w) --dt 2wi z, ' t 
f f  ' f ( t )  = F(z, w)K(t ,  z, w)(l - z')~-t"-(l - w:) ~-1 : dz dw, X -> ~-. 
The simple closed contour Lt is homologous to y. And, L,,. and L. are simple open contours 
joining - 1 to + 1 that homologous to the interval [ -  1, + 1]. Each homology is necessarily 
modulo the singularities. 
The next step is to put these operators into a more usable form. The kernel is summed 
(Watson[10]) and written here as an integral 
If K(t, z, w) = - -  B(t, T, ~)  - - ,  
2rri ~ "r 
B(t, T, 1")) = (2h./(2i)-'x-I)(1 - t2 ) ( ' r  - 'r- I)"~-l/(l  - 2tf~ + t2) TM 
with the generating variable 
{2' = zw + (1 - z:) ~ -'(1 -- w-)"U';" + T 1)/2. 
The simple closed contour L, is homologous to the unit circle ['r I = 1. This brings us to 
summarize the discussion. 
THEOREM 1 
The dual integral equations 
F(z, w): = H(f ( t ) )  = f ( f(t)t"~-lB(t '  "r, f~) dt d'r (4a) 
f(t): = H- I (F (z ,  w)) 
1 
F(z, w)B(t ,  ~, {))(1 - z2)~-1'-'(1 - w:) ~-1'-" dz dw d'r 
T 
(4b) 
(X >/ 1/2) form a reciprocal transform pair that uniquely associates the analytic function ele- 
ments f and the SPP F on their domains of association. 
With this regularity theorem in hand, what remains is to examine the singularities. This 
is considered in the next section. 
THE S INGULAR MANIFOLDS 
During the construction of the domain of association, certain points may be reached for 
which no contour deformation will avoid a singularity. These points are possible singularities 
of the function element and are located on the analytic manifold of singularities of the integrand 
and on the derived manifold constructed by the envelope method. If the contour is open, certain 
end pinch singularities arise on account of the fact that the terminal points of the contour are 
fixed: and. theretbre cannot move to avoid singularities that may approach during the contin- 
uation. 
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Let us begin with the SPP F and suppose that its associate has a finite singularity at t = c~. 
The points we are seeking are located on the manifold 
M(f;  c~) = {(:, w) E C 2 : "rfi = 0: • ~ L,, t = o~}, (5a) 
drawn from the (integrand of) the operator H(f)  and on its derived manifold 
M.(f; {x) = {(z, w) ~ C-" : 8,('rf~) = 0; T ~ L,. t = a}. (Sb) 
El iminating "r from the resulting system 
Tf~{,=~ = ((r - zw)~ - (1 - z:) 1 :(1 - B'2)~ :(C + 1)/2 = O, (6a) 
8, ( l " f l ) l ,=  o = (o" - zw)  - (1  - z : )  I : (1  - w- ' ) l  2"r = 0 ,  (6b)  
with ¢ : = (cx + c*-~)/2 gives the manifold of possible singularities of the SPP as 
P(F; a): = M(f;  a) N M.(f;  e~) 
= {(z,w) ~ C 2 : (or - zw)'- = (l - z-')(l - w'-), a 2 - 2act + 1 = 0}. 
It is not necessary to include t = 0 on the manifold because it is an interior point of the domain 
association of the principal branch of F. 
The reasoning is reversed for the associate. Suppose that F has a finite singularity at 
(z, w) = (z0, w0). The manifolds corresponding to (5a-b) are 
M-I(F;(zo, Wo)): = {rE  C : Tf~ = 0 ; ' r  E G , (z .  w) = (co, wo)} (7a) 
and the derived manifold 
M;-I(F; (Zo, Wo)): = {t ~ C : g,('rf~) = 0; T E -G, (z, w) = (Zo, wo)}. (7b) 
Continuing, "r is el iminated from the system 
Tf~l{ ............... , = O, 8,(TD.)L:., ............ = O, (8a-b) 
where a = (t + t - l ) /2  to generate the manifold of possible singularities o f f ,  
P-I(F; (Zo, Wo)): = M-I(F; (Zo, Wo)) Yl M:t(F: (zo. wo)) 
= {t ~ C : (a  - -'oWo): = {1 - -o)(1 - wo),t:  - 2at  + 1 = 0}. 
The symmetry displayed between the manifolds P and P -  I is expected because of the symmetry 
of the key variable 
fl/2t = (t + t-I)~2 - (2w + (l - 22)12( I  - W: ) I2 (T  -*- T - I ) /2 ) .  
Following the envelope method we infer then that, with the exception of possible end pinch 
singularities, the point (-0, w0) is a true singularity of F if, and only if, it is on a manifold 
{(z, w) E C:  : (c~ - zw): = (1 - :2)(1 - w2),{x-' - 2ao" + 1 = 0}, 
where t = et is a true singularity of the associate f. 
What remains is to check for end pinch singularities. These are located at the branch 
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manifolds 
E: = {(z,w) E C: : 1 - -: = 0}tO {(z. w) E C: • 1 - we = 0} 
on the manifold P - t (F :  (zo, wo)) and produce the singularities 
P- I (F ;  (zo, Wo)) 71E = {(±1. ±(1 + cd)/2a). (+(1 + a-) / .a) ,  ±1)}. 
Thus, the end pinch singularities appear in a natural way as shadows cast on the C plane that 
correspond exactly to the Nehari singularities of Legendre series when ~. = 1,,'2 and the positive 
sign is selected. We have proved the following result. 
THEOREM 2 
Let the real analytic expansions 
F(z ,  w) ~" ~ _ ~ . 1 = a~o~,,P, ( . )P , (~) ,  h > 
n=O 
f ( t )  = ~'  ad" 
n=O 
define functions on their initial domains of definition. Then the point (Zo, Wo) E C a reached 
by analytically continuing the function element F and avoiding the Nehari points 
(ml, m(l + c~'-)/2c0 and (m(l + a-')..'2c*, -+1) 
is a singularity of F if, and only if, 
(or - ZoWo): = (1 - zi)(l - wo), (r = (1 + a:),"2c,, 
where t = a E C is a singularity reached by analytically continuing the function element f. 
Remarks .  Let us examine a particular Nehari point of F, say at (z, 1), where the associate 
of f is singular at t = e -i%. In accordance with Theorem 2, z = cos (0o) = (e i°° + e-i%)/2 is 
a singular point of F(cos 0, 1). Conversely, the singularity (cos (0o). 1) produces the singularity 
t = e ~00 of the associate. This demonstrates an old theorem of Szego[l l ]  generalized in [3]. 
And it provides an application in the E 2 plane. 
The applications in the E 2 plane can be taken further. The SPP under discussion are real 
analytic (viz. real coefficients) and have associates whose singularities necessarily occur in 
conjugate pairs. Moreover, the singular points of F are symmetric: (zo, wo) = (w0, z0). Let us 
put these observations to use for singularities of F(x,  y) that are non-Nehari. These must be 
symmetrically located relative to the lines bisecting the I-II1 and I I - IV quadrants. And, for 
each singularity of the associate at t = oL, there is a correspondent reflection at t = 6t. Thus, 
for each singularity of the associate not on an axis or quadrant bisector, there are 8 singular 
points ofF .  This is illustrated by application of Theorem 2 to such a singularity at ot = ~ + i'q. 
The result defines the singularities of F(x ,  y) at 
x-' = {-'/y-' = [({2 + TI,_ + 1) m (({:  - 1): + .q. ' ) l : ( ({:  + 1)-" + "q-')t-']/2, 
y" = {'-/x 2 = [(~-" + ~q-" + 1) ± (({-' - 1) e + ~q-')~'-(({-" + 1): + rl:)~':]/2. 
With a little reflection, the terms arising in the products are simply distances from the 
singularity of the associate to (i) the origin, and (ii) the endpoints of the segment [ - 1, -r 1]. 
Because of the symmetries, these can be replaced by the distances from the conjugate singularity 
to (i) the origin and, (ii) the endpoints of the segment with endpoints { - i ,  + i}. This is, of 
course, because the initial domains of definition correspond to the Cartesian product of two 
ellipses with foci at { -  I, + 1} and { - i ,  +i} with semi axes whose lengths are calculated from 
the coefficients as in [3,9]. 
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